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Abstract

Objective: We synthesized the management and health literatures for insights into implementing evidence-based change in healthcare drawn from industry-specific data. Because change principles based on evidence often fail to be translated into organizational practice or policy, we sought studies at the nexus of organizational change and knowledge translation.

Methods: We reviewed five top management journals to identify an initial pool of 3,091 studies, which yielded a final sample of 100 studies. Data were abstracted, verified by the original authors and revised before entry into a database. We employed a systematic narrative synthesis approach using words and text to distill data and explain relationships. We categorized studies by varying levels of relevance for knowledge translation as (1) primary, direct; (2) intermediate; and (3) secondary, indirect. We also identified recurring categories of change-related organizational factors. The current analysis examines these factors in studies of primary relevance to knowledge translation, which we also coded for intervention readiness to reflect how readily change can be implemented.

Preliminary Results and Conclusions: Results centred on five change-related categories: Tailoring the Intervention Message; Institutional Links/Social Networks; Training; Quality of Work Relationships; and Fit to Organization. In particular, networks across institutional and individual levels appeared as prominent pathways for changing healthcare organizations. Power dynamics, positive social relations and team structures also played key roles in implementing change and translating it into practice. We analyzed journals in which first authors of these studies typically publish, and found evidence that management and health sciences remain divided. Bridging these disciplines through research syntheses promises a wealth of evidence and insights, well worth mining in the search for change that works in healthcare transformation.

Résumé

Objectif : Nous avons effectué une synthèse de la littérature sur la gestion et sur la santé pour obtenir des pistes quant à la mise en œuvre de changements fondés sur les données probantes dans les services de santé, et ce, à partir de données propres au secteur d’activité. Puisque la transposition des principes du changement fondé sur les données probantes dans la pratique ou politique organisationnelles est souvent vouée à l’échec, nous avons tenté de comprendre les liens entre le changement organisationnel et la transposition des connaissances.

Méthodes : L’examen de cinq importantes revues de gestion nous a permis de repérer un bassin initial de 3 091 études, desquelles nous avons tiré un échantillon final de 100 études. Les données ont été résumées, vérifiées par leurs auteurs et révisées avant d’être versées dans une base de données. Nous avons employé une démarche de synthèse narrative systématique au moyen de mots et de texte afin de raffiner les données et d’expliquer les relations. Nous avons catégorisé les études en fonction de différents niveaux de pertinence pour la transposition de connaissances, soit (1) primaire, direct; (2) intermédiaire; et (3) secondaire, indirect. Nous avons également repéré des catégories récurrentes des facteurs organisationnels liés au changement. La présente analyse examine ces facteurs dans des études de pertinence primaire pour la
transposition de connaissances, que nous avons codifiées pour l’intervention afin d’indiquer à quel point le changement peut être mis en œuvre.

Résultats préliminaires et conclusions : Les résultats portent sur cinq catégories liées au changement : la conception du message d’intervention; les liens institutionnels et réseaux sociaux; la formation; la qualité des relations de travail et l’ajustement à l’organisation. En particulier, les réseaux au niveau des associations et des individus semblent représenter des voies importantes pour le changement dans les organismes de services de santé. Les dynamiques du pouvoir, les relations sociales positives et les structures d’équipe jouent également un rôle clé dans la mise en œuvre du changement et sa transposition dans la pratique. Nous avons analysé les revues où les premiers auteurs des études publient habituellement et nous avons trouvé des données qui indiquent que la gestion et les sciences de la santé demeurent divisées. La création de liens entre ces disciplines au moyen de synthèses pourrait donner lieu à un important fonds de données et de pistes dont il vaudrait la peine tirer profit pour favoriser un changement fonctionnel dans le contexte de la transformation de services de santé.

In today’s fast-paced healthcare sector, organizations and services are highly fragmented with persistent problems in efficiency, quality of care and work-life quality (IOM 2003; Ramanujam and Rousseau 2006). Fortunately, management research can provide insights into the sources of problems as well as levers for improvement across organizational and clinical realms (Denis et al. 2011). For example, evidence of work conditions experienced by clinicians and administrators in Canada has led to normative policy and practice recommendations for reducing job strain and turnover (Harlos and Axelrod 2008; Lavoie-Tremblay et al. 2005; Shamian and El-Jardali 2007). Moreover, there is increasing evidence that implementing best practices and policies in healthcare workplaces leads to better patient care (e.g., West et al. 2006).

Workforce and work environment problems remain especially troubling, however, given the Institute of Medicine’s (2000) groundbreaking conclusion that organizational factors – more than individuals – underlie patient errors, most of which are preventable. This finding has spurred research on turning healthcare facilities into high-performance organizations through state-of-the-art management knowledge of human resources, work processes and systems, as well as a range of factors such as leadership and organizational culture, drawing on lessons from healthcare and other industries (e.g., Gittell 2009; Tamuz and Thomas 2006). Evidence-based change is now a strategic priority for health system improvement in many regions of the world (Ferlie and Shortell 2001; Iles and Sutherland 2001; Law et al. 2008), supported by mounting descriptions of successful transformation (Baker and Denis 2011).

Organizational change, however, is complex in theory and in practice. Defined as difference in function, form or membership, it can be episodic, discontinuous and planned, on the one hand, or continuous, incremental and emergent, on the other (Weick and Quinn 1999).
Change thus can be implemented in a number of ways, each with varying degrees of success. To help healthcare organizations achieve gains – organizational and clinical – from change initiatives, decision-makers need to know what to change, how to implement change and how to translate research evidence into practice and policy (Law et al. 2008). Unfortunately, change principles based on research evidence often are not translated into organizational practice, leading to serious losses in efficiency, quality, productivity and other key performance indicators (IOM 2003; Ramanujam and Rousseau 2006; Straus et al. 2011).

The Challenge of Evidence-Based Change in Healthcare

Using research evidence for organizational change is challenging in healthcare contexts, which commonly combine multiple missions, professions and stakeholders who carry out tasks in complex, ambiguous and dynamic settings requiring local knowledge (Ramanujam and Rousseau 2006). Healthcare organizations of the 21st century are distinct from other organizations by the combination, volume and range of features they encompass (Nembhard et al. 2009). Complex adaptive systems theory provides one framework for understanding healthcare organizations (Begun et al. 2003; Plsek 2000). From a theoretical perspective, they comprise nested layers of subsystems that evolve emergently rather than purposefully, and function unpredictably in non-linear fashion. From a practical perspective, change management requires recognizing inherent tensions and paradoxes (e.g., control versus autonomy, competition versus collaboration) and artfully applying scientific evidence in these dynamic circumstances.

Unfortunately, strong boundaries between disciplines make it difficult to use research evidence for change purposes. Implementation research, which examines methods to promote the uptake of research findings into routine healthcare for clinical and policy purposes, makes scant use of theory from organizational, social and health sciences, ignoring benefits to innovation and interventions that such knowledge can provide (Davies et al. 2010). At the same time, sharp professional divisions stifle the extent to which evidence is sought, exchanged and applied. Ferlie and colleagues (2005), for example, found that strong boundaries across the range of professions comprising healthcare staff slow the spread of innovation. Health researchers and decision-makers also tend to neglect the management literature when looking for evidence regarding strategies for implementing change (Nicolini et al. 2008). This neglect may be due to limited awareness of, or access to, organizational journals. The challenges for healthcare professionals in finding, appraising and applying high-quality, relevant research evidence are well known and enduring (Kiefer et al. 2005; Lavis et al. 2003; Wathen et al. 2008). As a senior director of clinical services working with the first author observed, “Today’s healthcare managers are barraged with information from internal and external resources. It is challenging to focus one’s preparatory reading in anticipation of situations in which the research would apply. Decision-making is often required in emergent situations within healthcare, giving managers little time to complete fulsome reviews of literature in search of evidence.”

Research syntheses are a relatively new but important way to aggregate evidence across organizational and health sciences and make it more accessible for managing healthcare work-
places (Denis et al. 2011; Lomas 2005; Pope et al. 2006). By integrating and contextualizing research, cross-disciplinary syntheses support the exchange of ideas and identify knowledge gaps that can guide the production of tools or resources for knowledge use (Graham et al. 2006; Tricco et al. 2011). Although syntheses have begun to identify organizational factors related to successful healthcare-based change, such as leadership (Gifford et al. 2007), learning cultures (French et al. 2009) and patient care (Wensing et al. 2006), the extent to which such knowledge is applied is not well known. The turbulence and widespread challenges (e.g., financial, demographic, geographic) facing the health sector make syntheses of management research set in healthcare more important than ever before (Rousseau 2006; Walshe and Rundall 2001).

Increasingly, healthcare professionals seeking change want evidence grounded in the contemporary reality of healthcare, including its contextual complexities (Dopson and Fitzgerald 2005; Law et al. 2008). In this vein, the dean of a Canadian medical school warned the first author to shun off-the-shelf findings from other industries in her design of leadership training for healthcare leaders, who “don’t want principles of manufacturing cherry Coke tacked on to hospital processes.” Given the need for industry-specific data and the challenge of implementing evidence-based change in healthcare organizations, we wanted to identify relevant studies within a subset of the management literature. Our synthesis outlined change-related organizational factors and their relative implications for knowledge translation, including the extent to which change could be readily implemented. Our goal was to build on an analysis of planned action theories drawn from education, social science and health literatures (Graham and Tetroe 2007) that showed the importance of organizational factors in a knowledge-to-action process (Graham et al. 2006). Like the earlier study, we used the definition of knowledge translation provided by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research.1 Until recently, few studies have made explicit linkages between organizational change and knowledge translation (for an exception, see Kitson 2009), even though models and theories of knowledge translation are essentially models and theories of change (Graham and Tetroe 2007). The present study deals directly with these links in the context of healthcare organizations.

Methods
We began by conducting a comprehensive review of key management journals to identify relevant studies. We then organized and interpreted data in an exploratory review of evidence within and across studies. The broad scope of the review and diverse forms of evidence within it pointed to a systematic approach known as narrative synthesis as the prime method for integrating and describing preliminary findings. Narrative syntheses use words and text to distill data and explain relationships, and are a valid means of building a body of aggregated knowledge while recognizing barriers and facilitators to implementation (Arai et al. 2007; Mays et al. 2005; Rodgers et al. 2009). A flow chart summarizing the overall review and synthesis process is presented in Figure 1.
Data and sample

As indicated, we first selected five top management journals recognized worldwide for excellence through original, well-executed research (Association of Business Schools 2010; Podsakoff et al. 2005) to enhance the validity of our findings and their suitability for policy and practice recommendations. The journals for this study were *Administrative Science Quarterly, Academy of Management Journal, Journal of Management Studies, Journal of Applied Psychology* and *Journal of Organizational Behavior*. These journals originate in North America and Europe and publish work from a range of subject fields (e.g., general management, psychology, organization studies) whose scope includes theory-driven research on organizational change. We hand-searched the journals to identify studies published between 1996 and 2006 set in healthcare (or tested in a healthcare organization and reported elsewhere). We excluded...
studies that focused on factors that were not amenable to change (e.g., external environment). Of 3,091 studies, 108 were identified for inclusion after initial screening and detailed evaluation (see Figure 1). Another researcher reviewed each initial decision, and differences were resolved by discussion. This process yielded a final sample of 100 studies. Together, these studies reflected a variety of research traditions, from positivism to phenomenology, and of methods, from quantitative to qualitative. Nearly all studies tested theory-driven models or frameworks; only a handful were solely theoretical.

Data from each study were abstracted using the protocol from the prior foundational synthesis of planned change research from different disciplines. That protocol was shown to be a comprehensive and valid tool for organizing and interpreting data (Graham and Tetroe 2007). To enhance consistency and accuracy, each abstraction was independently examined by at least one study researcher, verified by the original authors and revised if needed before entry into a database. Few revisions were required. The database of individual abstractions from the prior and present synthesis, along with an electronic User’s Guide (http://www.iceberg-grebeci.ohri.ca/research/kt_theories_db.html), has generated steady interest, having been accessed 2,935 times from March 2007 to April 2010.

**Analytic approach**

For our purposes, we examined data abstractions to identify naturally occurring groupings and clusters around which the synthesis could be organized. The most immediate difference among studies was the relative amenability for translating knowledge into action. We thus categorized studies according to knowledge translation relevance as follows: (1) primary, direct; (2) intermediate and (3) secondary, indirect. In broad terms, the first category refers to studies describing ways through which organizational structure and processes can be changed to support translation of research evidence into policy and practice. Studies within the intermediate relevance category tended to describe features of organizations that acted as barriers or facilitators for translating knowledge. In contrast, the secondary relevance category represented features that provided very limited potential for translating knowledge into action.

At this early stage of synthesis development, we used thematic analysis to identify systematically recurrent key concepts and the broader organizational factors they represent from the full set of studies in the sample. To determine organizational factors, we examined the conceptual underpinnings of studies within and across the three levels of knowledge translation relevance consistent with narrative synthesis techniques for developing preliminary syntheses (Arai et al. 2007). This process was a lengthy, iterative interrogation of the data and researchers’ interpretations until consensus was reached. We then mapped studies according to core factors they represent. This mapping was made independently by two researchers and then jointly reviewed. Reviewer differences were resolved by discussion.

The current analysis examines these organizational factors in studies of primary relevance to knowledge translation, which we also coded for how readily change can be implemented or taken up into routine practice. To do so, we adapted the concept of intervention readiness from
stages-of-change models for individuals and organizations (e.g., Prochaska and DiClemente 1983), which refers to how readily change can be implemented. The National Implementation Research Network uses this concept to index innovations by how grounded they are in stable models, how operationalized the models are and how able innovations are to be implemented (http://projectlaunch.promoteprevent.org/webfm_send/1629).

For our purpose, we categorized the primary relevance studies as high, medium or low in terms of readiness for intervention. High-readiness studies describe and test an intervention that facilitates uptake of findings. Such studies can be implemented without needing further model specification or empirical support. Medium-readiness studies describe an intervention but do not test it; findings have clear utility for guiding implementation. Low-readiness studies also describe but do not test an intervention; however, findings have limited utility and provide little information about implementation. As before, categorizations were made independently by two researchers and then jointly reviewed. Reviewer differences were resolved by discussion. Lastly, using this subset of studies we also conducted a preliminary citation analysis by examining journals in which first authors of these studies typically publish using the Web of Science citation index.

Results and Conclusions
From the synthesis process, 10 broad categories of organizational factors emerged: Tailoring the Intervention Message; Institutional Links/Social Networks; Training; Quality of Work Relationships; Fit to Organization; Person-Centred Characteristics; Job-Centred Characteristics; Work Attitudes; Turnover and Absenteeism; and Organizational Culture. Among studies with primary relevance to knowledge translation, we observed that only the first five of these factors were germane. Table 1 lists individual studies, the factors they represent and key concepts involved, along with intervention-readiness determinations.

Twenty studies with primary relevance to knowledge translation were classified according to the organizational factors they address, some of which were classified across two factors because of a dual focus. Four such studies were dual-categorized in this way, yielding 16 distinct studies in this grouping. The highest number of studies related to Tailoring the Intervention Message (n=8), followed by Institutional Links/Social Networks (n=5), Training (n=3), Quality of Work Relationships (n=3) and Fit to Organization (n=1). To our surprise, not one of the studies most relevant for knowledge translation had high readiness for intervention; that is, none described an intervention that had been tested. Instead, 9 of 20 studies in this grouping were deemed as medium readiness (i.e., clear implications for implementation), while the remaining 11 studies had low intervention readiness (i.e., indirect implications). The dependent variables of interest included organizational change (e.g., Dutton and Ashford 1993; Reay et al. 2006), innovation (e.g., Ferlie et al. 2005; West et al. 2006) and team learning (e.g., Edmondson 2003).

Together, studies related to tailoring messages, structuring and implementing networks, and devising training protocols highlight the role of linkage and exchange through stakeholders
and other organizational conduits for translating knowledge into action. Both institutional- and individual-level networks feature prominently as pathways through which knowledge can be conveyed within and across healthcare organizations. These results are broadly consistent with past work highlighting the importance of multilevel networks in healthcare, such as that by Dopson (2007), who conceptualized networks as a contextual feature. The majority of studies on intervention messages, links and networks, and training were regarded as highly relevant to knowledge translation; only a few had either intermediate relevance (n=2) or secondary relevance (n=3).

### TABLE 1. Change-related organizational factors, key concepts and implications for knowledge translation from studies of primary relevance to knowledge translation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Factors</th>
<th>Individual Studies [Intervention readiness*]</th>
<th>Key Concepts</th>
<th>Implications for Knowledge Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tailoring the Intervention Message</strong></td>
<td>Allen, T.D., L.T. Eby and E. Lentz. 2006. &quot;Mentoring Behaviors and Mentorship Quality Associated with Formal Mentoring Programs: Closing the Gap Between Research and Practice.&quot; <em>Journal of Applied Psychology</em> 91(3): 567–78. [2]</td>
<td>Support for innovation</td>
<td>Effective knowledge translation in healthcare organizations relies on planned tailoring and delivery of messages that account for the roles of individuals (e.g., knowledge brokers, influence agents and other members), organizational climate and structural features, as well as hierarchical power patterns in initiating change (i.e., top-down vs. bottom-up)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: *Intervention readiness refers to the extent to which an individual or organization is prepared to adopt and implement a new intervention.
TABLE 1. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-organizational and inter-organizational linkages, coordination mechanisms, integration and networks</td>
<td>Mentoring behaviours and quality</td>
<td>Clear standards and targets for training to induce change enhances uptake</td>
<td>Knowledge translation capacity in health organizations is built by coordinated institutional and individual networks of knowledge users within and across organizational units, which can act as dissemination vehicles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation support through adoption of new services and technologies</td>
<td>Clarity of practice guidelines</td>
<td>Mentoring as a means of training supports knowledge translation provided that power relations do not inhibit interpersonal exchange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing of innovation adoption</td>
<td>Barriers and best practices for learning from medical errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage of adopters (early vs. late)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intervention readiness: 1 = high; 2 = medium; 3 = low*
Across several categories, including Quality of Work Relationships, power dynamics reflected in hierarchical position, position rank or professional status differences were shown to influence translation mechanisms and capacity. Specifically, ensuring that power differences do not inhibit open exchange of ideas and information was a key theme within studies related to Quality of Work Relationships. Of particular importance were findings indicating that team leaders play a central role in minimizing power differences to foster communication and the use of new practices (Edmondson 2003). In this regard the notion of leader inclusiveness, defined as words and deeds that indicate an invitation and appreciation for others’ contributions (Nembhard and Edmondson 2006), was shown to be effective. It is worth noting, however, that most studies in the Quality of Work Relationships category had intermediate (n=14) or secondary relevance (n=13) for translating knowledge into action. A detailed analysis of barriers, facilitators and proximal influences on translating knowledge is beyond the scope of the current study however, summative findings suggest that a psychosocial work environment in which health professionals feel supported by supervisors, co-workers and the organization enhances knowledge exchange and uptake through a creative, committed workforce that perceives work relationships positively.

More broadly, in today’s team-based healthcare work environments it is not surprising that teams appear to be a key structural configuration supporting knowledge translation in this set of studies. Although organizations rely on productivity and innovation gains from teamwork, losses can occur from increased conflict and decreased personal responsibility among members (De Dreu and Weingart 2003). Thus, leading and managing healthcare teams to build and preserve positive work relations is central to knowledge translation. In teams and elsewhere, the need for support from managers for introducing improved practices and procedures (i.e., support for innovation) was noteworthy. Overall, current findings reinforce the prominent role of social relations reported in past research on knowledge exchange between academics and practitioners (for a review, see Rynes et al. 2001), affirming Rogers’s (1995) important observation that knowledge translation essentially is a social process.

Lastly, results of the citation analysis examining journals in which authors of studies with primary relevance to knowledge translation typically publish indicate that they publish almost exclusively in the management literature (see Table 2). These patterns provide further evidence (beyond that noted earlier) of the disciplinary divide between management sciences and health sciences. Such divisive boundaries limit the use of management evidence for organizational and clinical improvements in healthcare.

Limitations and future research
We offer these preliminary results as a fruitful starting point for additional study that might broaden the range of change-related organizational factors considered relevant to knowledge translation. We also hope this information will deepen these factors’ conceptual underpinnings for better use of evidence-based change rooted in the real-world complexities of the health sector. We caution, however, that our results were gleaned from a knowledge synthesis, and there
is the potential for bias in all syntheses. In this instance, it is possible that conclusions might vary if a different set of target journals were used. However, the sampling approach here is intended to be a comprehensive, rather than an exhaustive, search for high-quality management knowledge grounded in the contemporary realities of healthcare settings. At the same time, feasibility concerns precluded systematic searching beyond the pool of 3,091 studies across the 10-year time frame of five journals with full issue reviews. Our synthesis process of hand-searching each issue over the sampling period, abstracting data from each study, confirming the accuracy of abstractions with authors, and preparing the database is labour intensive and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Public Administration</th>
<th>Psychology</th>
<th>Industrial Relations and Labour</th>
<th>Education and Educational Research</th>
<th>Social Sciences, Interdisciplinary</th>
<th>Mathematics, Interdisciplinary</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Public Environmental, Occupational Health</th>
<th>Healthcare Sciences and Services</th>
<th>Health Policy and Services</th>
<th>Nursing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dukerich</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmondson</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferlie</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gittel</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goes</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodrick</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoff</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz-Novan</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nembhard</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provanch</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reay</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
costly. Narrative syntheses may also run the risk of over-interpretation of study data (Rodgers et al. 2009). We applied several safeguards to mitigate this risk, such as pre-specified inclusion criteria, a clearly defined process of synthesis, checks with authors to verify data accuracy, and checks with second researchers in iterative, critical appraisals until consensus was reached.

Despite its limits, this body of evidence is a useful launch for expanded journal searches across extended time periods (e.g., 2007–2012) to compare whether our findings are simply an effect of sampling. Thus, although the lack of intervention studies in this synthesis may be an artifact of journal sampling, it might reflect an actual gap in the management literature. This possibility could be explored in future work on an expanded set of journals or time periods. If the gap is genuine, it is interesting that the health literature related to implementation tends to pay considerably more attention to interventions than contexts in which they are applied (Graham and Tetroe 2007), a reverse of the tendency noted in the management literature.

The combination, volume and range of challenges facing healthcare have begun to set a new agenda for organizational research – to determine the features that help or hinder change in healthcare contexts and how this occurs. Further analyses from this and future syntheses are needed for insights into barriers, facilitators and indirect influences on knowledge translation for maximum impact of change efforts. Together, findings would inform a needed integrative framework for holistic, nuanced approaches to evidence-based change (Dopson 2007), offering ways to reconstitute core practices and policies governing how health organizations function that can be tested in local contexts.

We hope this work inspires additional efforts to integrate management and healthcare sciences and encourage each cadre of scientists to read and publish in both literatures. Bridging these disciplines through research syntheses promises a wealth of evidence and insights, well worth mining in the search for change that works in healthcare transformation. Such steps would bolster the study of methods to promote the use of research findings while helping decision-makers to determine what to change, how to implement change and how to translate research evidence into practice and policy.
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NOTE
1 According to this definition, knowledge translation is “a dynamic and iterative process that includes synthesis, dissemination, exchange and ethically sound application of knowledge to improve the health of Canadians, provide more effective health services and products and strengthen the health care system” (http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/29418.html).
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